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ABSTRACT The combined use of ultrasound pulse-echo intensity and Doppler shift frequency is examined
as a means to measure strong unsteady three-phase pipe flows of a gas and two liquids. With air, oil, and
water as components of the fluid media, particular attention is given to analyze ultrasound responses at the
air–oil and oil–water interfaces. Reciprocating slugging is generated inside a 55-mm-diameter circular pipe,
of which edges oscillate vertically at a controlled frequency. We use an ultrasound velocity profiler to obtain
the 1-D cross-sectional distributions of the instantaneous flow velocity at the sampling rate of 60 Hz. All the
measurements are realized by a single ultrasound transducer located outside the pipe. Measurement accuracy
is validated using a high-speed camera coupled with particle image velocimetry that is synchronized with
the profiler. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique works properly in sensing both interfaces
as well as in-phase flow velocity distributions. In addition, multiphase volume flow rates for the constituents
are obtained by velocity profile integration assuming vertical phase stratification in an approximation.

INDEX TERMS Doppler method, flow metering, multiphase flow, particle image velocimetry, pipe flow,
pipe line, ultrasound

I. INTRODUCTION
Using ultrasound Doppler information for flow metering is
a non-invasive, first-principle-based measurement [1]. The
volume flow rate is directly given by area integration of
the spatial distribution of the velocity within a target plane.
Distinct from ordinary indirect flow-metering devices, no cal-
ibration is required preliminarily because of the capability
of velocity distributions [2]. This feature enables the target
of flow metering to be expanded widely such as for curved
flows [3], non-Newtonian flows [4]–[6], and for multiphase
flows [7]–[19]. In particular, the application to multiphase
flow is challenging. Conventional approaches to flow meter-
ing of multiphase flows are such that an individual phase
needs to be sufficiently separated for the metering device to
be effective. Alternatively, homogeneous mixing allows the
devices to approximate the flow rate [20]. However, such
phase-control operations require a change in pipeline sys-
tems and invariably experiences a significant pressure loss.
Therefore, for large systems such as in power and chemical
plants, a non-invasive approach alongwith related technology
to monitor directly internal multiphase flows is keenly waited
to be developed.

To handle the strong unsteady three dimensionality of
multiphase pipe flows in the measurement section, sev-
eral strategies are now being developed such as by electric

capacitance [21], [22], by optical rays [23], [24], and acoustic
approaches. Among various non-invasive monitoring prin-
ciples, ultrasound has multiple advantages in comparison
with others. One is access to opaque fluids such as chem-
ical solutions, fuel oils, and their suspensions. Another is
spatial resolution, which suffices to monitor internal flow
structures with a control of basic wavelength of ultrasound.
As the sensors can be located outside the pipe, portability
and easy-to-mount operation are further additional benefits
to consider wide industrial applications. The known disad-
vantage, conversely, is the damping ofweak ultrasound pulses
during propagation in fluidmedia. Users should also take care
of acoustic noise from multiple reflections of pulses in the
acoustic environment around the measurement section.

In our previous series of developments, we found how to
extract position of the fluid–fluid interface from the ultra-
sound pulse waveform in echoes from multiphase flows. For
gas–liquid combinations, three kinds of waveform analysis
were proposed to obtain automated interfacial detection [15].
Based on the technique, we also developed an ultrasound
void-fraction profiler [11] and ultrasound viscometry [17]
for bubbly two-phase flow regimes. In the present work, we
apply such ultrasonic sensing to three-phase pipe flows of
gas–liquid–liquid stratifications. The demand for three-phase
flow measurements have risen in the fuel pipe line industry
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where oil and water co-flow with a gas component. Such
flows have a contrasting variety of flow patterns depending on
the combination of three flow rates. The local flow structure
must be monitored for stable continuous fuel transport as well
as security from the risk of pulsatile behavior. Similar issues
exist in chemical plants that handle complexmultiphase flows
consisting of phases of largely different properties.

To meet these demands, we investigated specifically air–
oil–water pipe flows to assess whether the ultrasound pulse
technique is applicable. For the platform of experimentation,
a seesaw type of oscillating three-phase pipe flow system
was built (Fig. 1). Using this system, we obtained multiple
interface echoes from a single sequence of ultrasound pulse
emissions, and in-phase velocity profiling. From echo inten-
sities and Doppler frequencies, we were able to examine flow
metering to estimate the volume flow rates of each phase.
The accuracy of the method is validated by particle image
velocimetry enabling measurement error to be evaluated and
the dynamics of three-phase pipe flows to be quantified.

FIGURE 1. Seesaw-driven multiphase pipe flow facility. Three phases are
filled in the pipe with end plates on both edges, and oscillated by a single
belt connected with a computer controlled linear slider. UVP and
high-speed video imaging are conducted on the oscillation frame.

II. EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORM
For the seesaw-driven facility (Fig. 1), the pipe diameter and
length are D = 55 mm, and L = 1000 mm, respectively.
To record the flow optically the pipe was made of transparent
acrylic resin.

Both ends of the pipe are connected to a single moving
belt driven by a motor linear slider. The motion of this slider
is controlled by a PC, which regulates the amplitude and
frequency of the pipe ends. The maximum amplitude and
frequency are 200 mm and 1.0 Hz. Air, oil, and water enter
the pipe at the laboratory temperature of 25 ◦C. The test oil
was Silicone oil of kinematic viscosity 10 cSt and density
of 935 kg/m3 and is immiscible with water.

A. ULTRASOUND INSTRUMENTATION
Three kinds ofmeasurement instrumentationwere introduced
to the platform providing ultrasound monitoring, backlight
visualization, and laser sheet illumination.

For ultrasound monitoring, an ultrasound transducer is set
beneath the pipe at 15◦ to the pipe cross sectional plane.

The transducer is submerged in a water jacket so that the
propagation of the pulse into the pipe interior is easier as well
as its return echo to the transducer. The water jacket is a cubic
buffer tank with side length of 255 mm, sufficient to elim-
inate ultrasound residuals from around as the measurement
section is monitored at 2 kHz in pulse repetition frequency.
The transducer emits and receives periodic ultrasound pulse
of 4 MHz in basic frequency. The nominal intensity of the
emitted pulse is 150 V whereas the echo intensity level is
only of an order of a few millivolts. The effective diameter of
the ultrasound pulse is 5 mm. The cycle number of the pulse
is set to 4. Therefore, the spatial resolution in water is esti-
mated to be a 5 mm-diameter disk of thickness 4[(1497 m/s)/
(4× 106 Hz)]/2 = 0.75 mm, where 1497 m/s is the speed of
sound in the experiment. The temporal resolution is given by
the sampling rate of Doppler velocity profiling in the ultra-
sound velocity profiling (UVP) operation, which is 60 Hz
under present conditions.

B. OPTICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION
To verify the ultrasound monitoring performance, two kinds
of optical flow visualization were applied. One is backlight
projection of the phase distribution [Fig. 2(a)], in which oil is
dyed red, the dye being solvable in oil but insolvable in water.
For water, aqueous green food dye was mixed in to identify
the oil–water interface as contrast between red and green
colors. Diffused white light of 650-W power illuminated the
pipe from behind to enable a backlight color projection video
image to be recorded. The camera was set up on the opposite
side of the light source.

FIGURE 2. Methods for visualizing the flow: (a) white backlighting of
dyed liquids to see the projection phase distributions, and (b) laser sheet
illumination of central plane where UVP measurement line is applied.

The other is laser illumination of the oil and water phases
for PIV measurements. For water, high-porous polymer par-
ticles were used as the tracers. The particles have a density
of 1010 kg/m3 and were 80 to 120 µm in diameter. For
oil the tracers were water-repellent solid particles of den-
sity 920 kg/m3 and peak diameter 110 µm. We observed
that a small percentage of the particles adhered to the air–
oil and the oil–water interfaces. Whereas the adhesion may
change the interfacial property slightly, the Weber number
(to be explained later) was kept high enough to have an
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insignificant effect on the dynamic behavior of the three-
phase flow.Moreover, the laser sheet scatters on the interfaces
because of the adhesion, which assisted in viewing the two
interfaces. The number density of tracer particles in each
phase is guaranteed due to periodic wave-breaking gener-
ated on both interfaces during the oscillatory motion of the
pipe.

Fig. 3 shows how each phase behaves during a single
5-s-period cycle of the seesaw motion of the pipe. Left and
right rows correspond with rightward and leftward flows
driven by the pipe inclination. Note that the camera is
mounted on the same oscillation frame so that consecutive
images depict interfacial motions relative to the pipe wall.
The pipe-bulk volume fractions of air, oil, and water are set
to 1/3. The oil layer produces a wave-breaking front that
rapidly propagates in the air–oil interface at t = 1.0 s and
t = 3.5 s. Water accelerates slowly with a time lag of
t = 1.5 s and t = 4.0 s after wave propagation in the upper
oil phase. During this cycle, capillary waves move along the
oil–water interface due to shear stress transfer through the
interface. Slightly dark spots observed along both interfaces
indicate wavy surfaces that accompany three-dimensional
interfacial structures. Apart from these spots, the main flow
is confirmed to be approximately two-dimensional.

FIGURE 3. Cyclic behavior of the three-phase flow visualized using color
projection in a single cycle of the pipe oscillation.

Fig. 4 presents the time-line image of the phase distribu-
tion, sampled from the video image. The sampling line is
set vertically at the same position of the UVP measurement
(to be described below). As the time-line image shows,
the air–oil interface repeats a sharp rise and slow fall in every
cycle whereas the oil–water interface fluctuates at a higher
frequency but with small amplitude. With diverse combina-
tions of volume ratios of air, oil, and water, many different
types of interfacial behavior were observed. From these char-
acteristics of the interfacial motion, ultrasound monitoring is
examined.

FIGURE 4. Time-line image of the three-phase flow at the central plane of
the oscillating pipe, showing wavy passage of oil and water phases with
different interfacial structures observed at the oscillation period
of T = 5 s.

Fig. 5 presents the same time sequence of tracer particle
images illuminated by a laser sheet. These images are pro-
cessed by PIV software to verify the results from ultrasound
measurements.

FIGURE 5. Particle images for PIV measurements, in which fluid
interfaces at the central plane are also visualized.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To analyze the data, for the oscillating three-phase pipe flow,
dimensionless parameters are introduced:

Rej =
ρjDU
µj

, j = {a, o,w}, (1)

Frjk =
U√

gD
(
1ρjk/ρj

) , jk = {a/o, o/w} (2)

Wejk =
ρjUD
σjk

, (3)

where D and U denote the pipe diameter and bulk mean flow
velocity, respectively. Subscripts a, o, and w denote the phase
of air, oil, and water, respectively. The range of D treatable
by the present ultrasound sensing is from 20 to 100 mmwhile
we fix D = 55 mm in the present demonstration. There are
hence three Reynolds numbers—two Froude numbers, and
two Weber numbers—giving a total of seven dimensionless
parameters. In each definition, the characteristic speed of
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the flow U is given by the pipe oscillation frequency F and
amplitude H ,

U = 2πFH (4)

In the present range of test measurements, Re has order
O(105) in water,O(104) in air, andO(103) in oil. This implies
that the air–water interface is influenced by in-phase turbu-
lence whereas the oil phase belongs to a transitional regime.
Fr has order O(1) for air–water and O(10) for oil–water
interfaces, evidencing the emergence of a wave-breaking
front on both interfaces. The two Weber numbers are of
order O(10) corresponding to a characteristic length scale of
a few millimeters for capillary waves that may appear on the
interfaces.

Hence, the ultrasound sensing performance is assessed
for all the above-mentioned flow elements stemming from
within the three-phase flow, such as turbulence in each phase,
density stratification, gravity-induced waves, shear-induced
capillary waves, and periodic flow sandwiched by the two
neighbor interfaces.

A. ECHO INTENSITY AND DOPPLER VELOCITY
Prior to the experiment, we estimated the transmittance
and reflectance of ultrasonic waves in the three-phase pipe
flow including the pipe wall. Fig. 6 shows the result of
the estimation with the three phases stratified vertically.
With the ultrasound transducer set at the bottom of the pipe
directed upward, echoes are received from six interfaces
that exist between the transducer and the counter surface
of the pipe. At each interface, formed between two media
with acoustic impedances Z1, and Z2, the reflection ratio of
ultrasound is

R =
Z2 − Z1
Z2 + Z1

,

{
Z1 = ρ1C1

Z1 = ρ1C1
(5)

where ρ and C are density and speed of sound, respectively.
The acoustic pressure A.P. of the ultrasound wave that prop-
agates directly beyond multiple interfaces is

A.P. = (1− R1) (1− R2) · · · =
K∏
k=1

(1− Rk). (6)

Here the acoustic pressure is normalized by the value of the
initial pressure of the emitted wave. In the present configu-
ration, the values of the refection ratios R and the acoustic
pressure A.P. are obtained (Fig. 6). The acoustic pressure
decreases to 0.30 in water, decreases further to 0.26 in oil, and
almost disappears below 10−5 in air. The acoustic pressure
of echoes that the transducer receives is further weakened by
the square impact from A.P. because of shuttled propagation.
Therefore we ignore the echo signal from the air phase as its
acoustic pressure is below the sensing limit O(10−5). More-
over, the echo from the air–oil and the oil–water interfaces are
expected to be sufficiently strong as their pressure estimates
are 0.07 and 0.01, respectively.

FIGURE 6. Schematic of ultrasonic transmission via six interfaces along
the straight path subject to different reflection ratio R and penetration
of acoustic pressure AP.

FIGURE 7. Position of ultrasound transducer for examination of
orientation dependent signal characteristics. (a) Side view.
(b) Cross-section view.

With the estimation, we examined the signal quality of
the echo by changing the angle of inclination of the trans-
ducer (Fig. 7). The results obtained (Fig. 8) were for equal
volume ratios of three phases in the pipe, which oscillated at
F = 0.2 Hz. The left and right columns present the echo
intensity and Doppler velocity, respectively. Echo intensi-
ties were originally recorded as electric voltages with both
positive and negative signs of an order of millivolts, and
subsequently normalized in a linear scale by the lowest
limit of sensible voltage. Doppler velocities were computed
from the Doppler frequency shift involved in echo wave-
forms, the basic frequency of ultrasound, and the speed
of sound. With the transducer inclined at ϕ < 60◦,
the two interfaces are identifiable in the echo intensity
plots. At ϕ = 90, the interfaces no longer appear because
from the for geometry the horizontal ultrasound pulses
miss them. At ϕ >120, the echoes disappear completely
because pulses encounter the first air phase blocking trans-
mission to the liquid phases. From the Doppler velocity
profiles, the fluid motion is properly captured with repeated
cycles of oil and water phases. However, Doppler veloc-
ities do not include any obvious information on interfa-
cial position, but rather give a virtual velocity for the air
phase. Next a method is described that eliminates this
velocity.
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FIGURE 8. Difference in echo intensity and Doppler velocity involved in
the pulse waveforms taken in six different angles. (a) Echo intensity.
(b) Doppler velocity.

B. METHOD OF INTERFACE DETECTION
With a significant echo intensity confirmed from both inter-
faces, we analyze the echo data to detect these interfaces
automatically.

The procedure (see outline in Fig. 9) involves first, apply-
ing a median filter to reduce pixel noise associated with the
time-space echo distribution. The size of a single pixel is
defined by the temporal sampling frequency and the spatial
sampling interval. Next, echo amplitudes are computed from
the enveloping function, taking positive values over the entire
domain. In this step, two sharp peaks appear in the spatial
coordinates (middle graph of the figure) corresponding to the
positions of the air–oil and oil–water interfaces. A threshold
is given to detect the central coordinates of the intensity
peaks. The threshold value can be determined reductively
from the above-mentioned theoretical reflections. However,
the reflections in actual situations are complicated through
the influence of turbulence, beam divergence, and, capillary
waves. Therefore, we determine the threshold from a recur-
sive approach, selecting its value at which two positions of
the strong echo are always detected. This threshold value
is automatically computable from a statistical analysis of
the echo data, and is relatively robust to the various flow
behaviors taking place.

The three-phase identification realized by the present inter-
face detection is shown in Fig. 10. The figure involves

FIGURE 9. Flow chart of UVP-data processing with interface detection to
classify the domain into gas, oil, and water phases.

FIGURE 10. Samples of interface detection: (a) optical visualization,
(b) echo intensity distribution, (c) phase distribution,
and (d) Doppler velocity distribution.

individual time-line images of (a) the laser illumination of
the two interfaces, (b) the echo intensity distribution, (c) the
identification of the three-phase distribution, and (d) Doppler
velocity profiles inside the oil and water phases. Regarding
phase identification, some peaked errors remain at the air–oil
interface in comparison with the color backlight visualiza-
tion (see Fig. 4). These errors come from miss-detection of
the air–oil interface due to sharp inclines in the local interface,
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from where no echoes are received. Nevertheless, the three-
phase flow structure is captured with acceptable accuracy
for general purposes such as for measurements of volume
fractions, constituent volume flow rates, and spectral analysis
of interface displacements.

C. FLOW VELOCITY PROFILING COMPARED WITH PIV
The flowvelocity distribution in the oil andwater are obtained
from Doppler velocities using the ultrasound velocity pro-
filing technique (UVP). There are two main concerns when
UVP is applied to two kinds of co-flowing liquids in a
single measurement section. One is the pulse refraction at
the oil–water interface when inclined non-perpendicularly
to the propagating direction of the pulse. The other is
multi-dimensional flow events excited in the three-phase
flow, which UVP cannot detect because velocity profiling is
one dimensional. To quantify these features, particle image
velocimetry (PIV) of the flow field is employed.

From raw PIV data taken over a single cycle of the pipe
oscillation, we extracted a time series of instantaneous flow
velocity distributions. (Fig. 11); the magnitude of velocity
vector is color coded. Here the pipe oscillation period is set
at T = 5.0 s (hence the frequency is F = 0.2 Hz). The
absence of local PIV data occurs in the result because the
intensity of laser light saturates and incorrectly correlates the
particle image in regions of rapid distortion in the fluid. After
an adequate spatial interpolation is applied, a single vertical
line along the same position of UVP is chosen to reproduce
the time-line image of the velocity distribution (Fig. 12). Here
the data for both UVP and PIV are the components of the
flow velocity in the direction of ultrasound pulse propagation,
i.e., 15◦ to the plane perpendicular to the axial direction of
the pipe. From the figure, the UVP and PIV data exhibit
strong similarities. Discrepancies in the data from the air–
oil interface are attributable to absences of corresponding
PIV data.

A more quantitative comparison (Fig. 13) is obtained from
flow velocity fluctuations at mid-height in the oil phase
(y = 25 mm from the bottom) and in the water phase
(y = 15 mm). In the velocity computation from Doppler shift
frequency, values for the speed of sound in oil and water are
inputted, obtained already from information gleaned from the
oil–water interface. In all tests under different flow condi-
tions, the velocity magnitude of the oil phase from UVP is
always larger than that from PIV. The ratio of the root-mean-
square value of UVP to PIV ranges between 1.20 and 1.25.
The high value is attributed to the mean dynamic inclination
of the oil–water interface induced by slugging waves. In the
water phase, such a bias is less than 10%. Note though that
acoustic refraction on a flat oil–water interface, which has a
refraction index of n = 1.53, does not directly induce such
bias error in the resultant velocity in the oil phase. The reason
is simply that the pulse propagates both ways. In water-to-oil
transmission, the pulse bends with refractive index n. From its
own echo, it transmits a returning pulse propagating from oil
to water that bends depending on the reciprocal index n−1 that

FIGURE 11. Instantaneous PIV data obtained inside the two liquid phases
at six different timing within a single oscillation.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of fluid velocity data between UVP and PIV
where PIV data are extracted on the same line of UVP.

cancels out refraction in the oil phase. The present bias of the
velocity magnitude is therefore attributed to curvature effects
of the interface arising from the dynamics of multiphase flow.

D. CONSTITUENT FLOW RATES
In addressing our final objective, constituent volume flow
rates of the three-phase flow were estimated from the
measured information. The present technique provides a one-
dimensional three-phase flow measurement that, in princi-
ple, lacks information to correctly estimate the flow rates.
An approximation model of the phase distribution is intro-
duced for this estimation.

In testing this approach, we modeled the local phase dis-
tribution as a simple vertical stratification of the three lay-
ers (Fig. 14). In this model, a single transducer is placed at the
bottom of the pipe. The flow rate of each phase is computed
using the area integration of the velocity distribution within
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FIGURE 13. Flow velocity fluctuations in (a) the oil phase at y = 25 mm
and (b) the water phase at y = 15 mm.

the border of the target phase,

Q(t) =
∫
A

ux(y, z)dydz, (7)

where ux is the flow velocity along the axial direction of
the pipe, and (y,z) are the two-dimensional coordinates in its
cross-sectional plane. A is the area over which the velocity
distribution is integrated, and corresponds to the area of the
target phase. The present ultrasound monitoring obtains the
velocity distribution ux(y,z), the air–oil interfacial position
yao(z), and the oil–water interfacial positionyow(z) on the
central line at 0 < y < D, z = 0. Conditions for perfect
stratification of the three phases implies ux(y,z) = ux(y,0),
yao(z) = yao(0), andyow(z) = yow(0). This simplification
leads to two formulae that give simultaneously the volume
flow rates of both oil and water:{

Qo(t) =
∫ yao(0)
yow(0)

ux(y, 0) · 2
√
y (D− y) · dy,

Qw(t) =
∫ yow(0)
0 ux(y, 0) · 2

√
y (D− y) · dy.

(8)

These quantities are computed using discrete numerical inte-
gration based on the rectangular rule, and depend on the spa-
tial sampling interval. Note that these two independent flow
rates are obtained as a function of time at a given arbitrary
sampling frequency of the ultrasound measurement.

Fig. 15 shows the plots of the time-dependent flow rates
for oil and water in the half-period of the pipe oscillation at
sampling rate of 67 Hz. The oil phase moves earlier than the
water phase and its flow rate peaks first. This is due to gravity
waves in the oil phase propagating above the water phase.
The water phase then flows and accelerates whereas the oil
flow settles. When the water flow rate peaks, the oil flow
moves again which persists after the water flow stops. Large
scattering of the data in the oil flow rate near the tail of the dis-
tribution is attributed to a vertical fluctuation of the oil–water
interface owing to shear-induced waves amplified. The total
flow rate of oil and water phases (marked in black) increases

FIGURE 14. Velocity profile integration: (a) side view, (b) cross-section
view, and (c) definition of ux (y ).

FIGURE 15. Instantaneous volume flow rates measured by
cross-sectional integration of axial velocity profile for each phase.

monotonically, peaks, and gradually decreases, being simpler
than the behavior of the constituent flow rates. This implies
that the total flow rate behaves as a two-phase flow of gas
and liquid [25]–[27]; its decomposition into three phases
shows no functional similarity to the total liquid flow rate.
A large peak in the total flow rate in the tail comes from a
three-phase flow instability, which takes place at the moment
when the flow rate of water decelerates quickly and falls
below that of oil. Note that, in the present experimentation
platform, the volume flow rate of air is given simply by
Qa = −(Qo + Qw) as the three phases are packed inside a
single pipe with closed ends. In a long pipe without ends,
the flow rate of the gas phase can be estimated using the
equation of continuity for incompressible multiphase flow.

A quantitative assessment of the accuracy in flow rate
measurements is possible as a cumulative flow volume is
evaluated from the time-dependent constituent flow rates.
The results for the cumulative flow volume for each
phase (Fig. 16) were calculated using

V (t) =
∫ t

t=0
Q(t)dt. (9)

In tests, we poured 400 mL of water and 300 mL of Silicone
oil into the pipe. For the measurement system to demon-
strate perfect accuracy, the cumulative flow volumes need
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FIGURE 16. Measured cumulative flow volumes given by space-time
integral of UVP-velocity data as 300 mL and 400 mL of oil and water
were filled inside the pipe. Error bars indicate 10 % in relative error.

to recover these same values. The measured results in the
figure indicate that the error is 3% for water and 8% for
oil. The error for the total liquid flow rate is 2%. By the
same assessment for the other three-phase flow conditions,
the maximum error has been found to be less than 10% for
constituent flow rates and 5% for total flow rates. These
evaluations are notable in the single slugging motion of the
three-phase flow, and in principle, therefore, the flow rate
over long-duration time averages, including unsteady flow,
would yield better accuracy using the sampling law, i.e. the
inverse square-root principle. For instance, 10% of the ran-
dom error for a single event is comparable with 5% for four
events, and 1% for 100 events. In applications, we assume
users will choose time-average durations depending on their
needs when applying the present measurement technique.

IV. SUMMARY
An experimental technique for ultrasound monitoring of
three-phase pipe flow was presented. We designed a see-
saw type of pipe oscillation facility and an experimentation
platform to control the internal three-phase behavior with
arbitrary unsteadiness. For an in-depth analysis, multiple
measurement instrumentations were mounted on the same
frame. Our main focus on three-phase flow was periodic
co-flowing stratified flow that accompanied multiple flow
elements to evaluate the performance of ultrasound sensing.
The flow features slugging wave fronts on the air–oil inter-
face, shear-induced displacements on the oil–water interface,
and turbulence in the tail of the stratified flow.

The following conclusions are drawn: (i) Ultrasound
echoes are detectable from both the air–oil interface and
the oil–water interface as long as the transmission occurs in
the first of either liquid in the pipe; (ii) The flow velocity
obtained from pulse Doppler signals is influenced by acous-
tic refraction at the oil–water interface leaving a bias error
dependence in the flow behavior; (iii) The identification of
the fluid phase is realized by thresholding the echo intensity

profile. With the identification, the virtual Doppler veloc-
ity distribution inherent in the air phase can be eliminated;
and (iv) Constituent flow rates are obtained by spatial inte-
gration of velocity distribution within each identified phase.
The volume error is less than 10% for a single slugging event,
which is equivalent to 1% in calculations of a 100-ensemble-
averaged flow rate. The next step of development is to use
multiple ultrasound measurement lines, which may improve
the three-dimensional monitoring of three-phase flows.
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